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Geothermal Power Plants, Third Edition: Principles, Applications, Case Studies and Environmental ImpactButterworth-Heinemann, 2012

	Now in its 3e, this single resource covers all aspects of the utilization of geothermal energy for power generation using fundamental scientific and engineering principles. Its practical emphasis is enhanced by the use of case studies from real plants that increase the reader's understanding of geothermal energy conversion and provide a...
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Insider Power Techniques for Microsoft Windows XPMicrosoft Press, 2003
Accept no limits! Tweak Windows XP for ultimate performance with the  undocumented secrets and hidden gems of the experts who work with the technology  every day. Three Microsoft Consulting Services (MCS) professionals have teamed  with well-known Windows book author Paul McFedries to reveal their best  from-the-field-techniques, practices,...
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Uranium: War, Energy and the Rock That Shaped the WorldViking Adult, 2009
The fascinating story of the most powerful source of energy the earth can yield

Uranium is a common element in the earth’s crust and the only naturally occurring mineral with the power to end all life on the planet. After World War II, it reshaped the global order—whoever could master uranium could master the...
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Don't Spend A Dime: The Path to Low-Cost ComputingApress, 2009

	Stop paying for software. A world full of high–quality software is out there that you don’t have to spend a dime for. If you’ve just spent your entire computing budget on a PC only to find that you need software to do anything interesting, this is the book that will show you how to get what you need without wreaking havoc on...
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Frommer's Zion & Bryce Canyon National Parks (Park Guides)Frommers, 2010

	See the very best of Zion & Bryce Canyon National Parks


	From hiking up a river to watching the sunrise over red rock spires, our expert authors guide you to your best Zion & Bryce Canyon experiences.

	
		
			Detailed regional, park, and trail maps

	
	
		
			Exact prices, directions,...
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The Cucumber for Java Book: Behaviour-Driven Development for Testers and DevelopersPragmatic Bookshelf, 2015

	
		Teams working on the JVM can now say goodbye forever to misunderstood requirements, tedious manual acceptance tests, and out-of-date documentation. Cucumber - the popular, open-source tool that helps teams communicate more effectively with their customers - now has a Java version, and our bestselling Cucumber Book has been...
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XSLT 2.0 Web DevelopmentPrentice Hall, 2004
Leverage the incredible power of XSLT  2.0 to create sites that are easy to build, maintain, and extend! 

This book teaches you exactly how to build state-of-the-art web  sites with XSLT 2.0 and XPath 2.0. XML developer and web designer Dmitry  Kirsanov drills down to...
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